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Some background



'Diffusion of Innovations'* Approach
Design & implementation sought to minimise problems often associated with 
adoption of 'new' innovations by focusing on developing a tool that would:
● demonstrate significant relative advantage
● be compatible with user expectations & needs
● minimise complexity
● ensure its trialability
● ensure its observability
(* Rogers, E.M., 2003. Diffusion of Innovations, 5th Edition, Free Press).





Several Iterations
Initial ‘pilot’ plugged in to Blackboard
Tweaked version plugged into Moodle
Almost universal - Moodle link - QL integration
Now
Extremely heavily used
Very robust infrastructure
Popular / accepted by staff & students
Future competing priorities / 
managing expectations
Challenges
Competing Priorities
Managing Expectations

Student Voices
“It’s easily accessible for future reference”
“It’s quicker, I can read it before the tutorial”
“It allowed the tutors more space to give constructive criticism 
& it didn’t require students to go personally to the college …”
“It’s instant, private and convenient. Because it’s online … it’s 
something I can refer to more permanently & at my leisure”
“Like that I can read it and open it in private”
Staff Voices
“By publishing feedback via the OAT all students get their 
feedback. When it was paper it relied on them attending the 
face to face feedback session”
“Simplicity of form, online accessibility”
“Good system better than paper”
“The system feels robust and dependable at this point, like it 
can be trusted. The interface is clear & easy to use. I was 
also relieved when I once made an error resulting in data loss 
& was able to call and roll back a record to a previous state”
“It just seems to function as I would expect”
Another View
“Go back to sensible written marking which is 
communicated personally to students - as they 
do at Oxford/Cambridge”
What Next?

